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The trading trend of the Crypto
market is towards Decentralization,
the trading volume of DEX exchanges
increases over time but is still not
popular because the volume is not
high, the liquidity is not large
enough, and the functions are
limited. Bot trading features...

DECENTRALIZED TREND
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WHAT IS PIGSWAP

Decentralized
transactions, low fees,
automated functions

We build a decentralized exchange with
all the features of a centralized
exchange, including automatic grid
trading functions that the current DEX
exchanges are not yet able to meet



ROAD MAP

May 2023
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MAKE MONEY WITH PIGSWAP

Grow the PIG Holders community by sharing IDO Sharing and owning the community to enjoy
passive income from other ecosystem products

PigSwap
Events like Trading Top, Staking,
Farming, Lending... on PigSwap
will create many sources of
income for your system.

IDO
SHARING

PIGChain
Transactions on PIGChain will be
charged with PIG Token, you will
get a fee sharing reward from
these transactions

PIGRace
Your system participates in the

race, you get a commission from
selling tickets and rewards when the
members below you win in the race

BumperPIG
The rewards from the

community's gaming fees
below you will be a significant

source of passive income PIGSWAP



How are the rules of the game

Each player will choose 1 pig and bet PigToken to enter the room,
the pigs will compete and push the opponent into the water, the
surrounding land will gradually collapse to bring the pigs closer
together. The pig that stays on the shore in the end wins

WHAT IS BUMPER PIG

Cash flow model
The BEST pig will receive 60% of everyone's bet in the room, 30%
will be used to pay Affiliate, 5% will be burned, 5% operating costs



How does BumperPIG
burn PIG Tokens

Each room on average will have 10 players, the
minimum number of PIG bets is 1000 PIG/player,
each room takes place on average 2 minutes, the
goal of the project when launching is to have 1000
CCU (players at the same time). The target number
of rooms is 100 consecutive rooms. Every 2 minutes,
50,000 PIG is burned, 1,500,000 PIG is burned/hour,
36,000,000 PIG/day is burned. The more people play
BumperPIG, the more PIGs are burned



How are the rules of the game

Each participating ticket is 10$, after the ticketing round ends,
the PIG burning contract will be activated, all players will
compete to transfer 1000 PIG into the Contract, the system will
rely on the PIG transfer history to arrange who Play in position
on the system tree from top to bottom from left to right, the top
winners will be divided 100% of everyone's ticket. Details will be
announced when it's coming out

WHAT IS PIG RACE

How does PIG Race burn PIG Tokens
There will be 1 race every 3 days, the goal of the project is on
average each race will have at least 10,000 tickets sold,
equivalent to at least 10,000,000 PIG burned every 3 days.
(equivalent to 100,000,000 PIG burned every month)Opportunity x600 to x1000 times capital with

PIG Race



PIGCHAIN

Blockchain encrypts anonymous
transactions, the foundation for
projects that want to build
Decentralized applications

PIG is used to pay fees for
Blockchain transactions



PIG TOKENOMIC

98% IDO Sharing and 2% listing on DEX
or CEX

50% of the revenue from products in
the ecosystem will be used to Buyback
and Burn 99% of PIG

Max Supply
210,000,000,000



WHAT IS IDO SHARING

IDO Sharing is a Token sale model but the
recipient is not the DEV team but the
community. Previous buyers will have an Affiliate
link to send to friends, when friends buy IDO,
81.25% will be returned to the upline system,
18.75% used for Add Pool and listing activities.
Team dev does not collect money from selling
this IDO

Giving the right to sell
IDO to the community



BENEFITS OF IDO SHARING

Give the community the right to sell IDO
on behalf of the project
Help the community get more ways to
make money than just wait for the coin
to list and sell out
Transparency in cash flow data
Increase the spread to quickly get a
large community



P2P MODEL
DIRECT MONEY IN IDO SHARING



ACTIVATION CASH FLOW
Detailed description of cash flow when you activate each Level in IDO Sharing



STAGES OF IDO
Stages of the IDO Sharing program with prices that gradually increase according to the number of IDO participants



In order to receive the reward from activating the level of the deep
floors, you need to meet the individual level activation condition

CONDITIONS FOR RECEIVING
REWARDS FROM IDO SHARING



RANKINGS IN
IDO SHARING
PigSwap will have 5 rankings for you to aim for to
accompany PigSwap for a long time with passive income



1 STAR
Reward

Get $1 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

Individual Level 15
There are 3 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= 1,600$

Condition



2 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 6 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= $5,500
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 1
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on

Reward

Get $2 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit



Reward

Get $3 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

3 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 9 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= $19,000
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 2
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on



Reward

Get $4 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

4 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 12 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= $65,000
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 3
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on



Reward

Get $5 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

5 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 15 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= 222,000$
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 4
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on



Reward

Get $6 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

6 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 18 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= 760,000$
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 5
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on



Reward

Get $7 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

7 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 21 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= 2,650,000$
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 6
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on



Reward

Get $8 when your downline activates a new
level, no depth limit

8 STARS

Individual Level 15
There are 24 F1s, level 1 and above
Sales of Account Activation and Level
Activation of Downline >= $9,000,000
There are 3 downlines that reach Level 7
STAR or higher in 3 different branches

Conditi on



MATCHING BONUS
In case there is a downline of the same or higher
rank as you, then under their group that activates
the Level you will not receive the Rank Reward,
instead you will receive 10% of the Income from
the Rank Reward of people the same rank or
higher than your rank

This commission is called Matching Bonus

10%
Rank Income

7STAR

Activate
new level

$6/level
Rank

difference

$1/level

10%
Rank Income

Activate
new level

1$/level
Rank

difference

6$/level



Cases of direct
connection on Dapp and

no referrer will be
introduced by Top

wallet, the earnings in
Top Wallet will be used

for marketing,
promotion, add pool, MM

activities.

PIGTop wallet
0xDE3aEe242d9b9a6E7ea82E6d1a2bDF03

7Bb60aCD

This is the wallet address
used to receive money
instead of wallets that

violate the activation time
or are not level enough to
receive money from the
system. Wallet earnings
will be used 50% Add

Pool and 50% buy back
Pig to burn

Admin wallet
0xB00290e8a6d92d93Bee46bE1772e7c02

ee07B1d6

100% of the funds in the
wallet will be used to

increase the liquidity of
the Pool and CEX listing

activities

PIGPool wallet
0x03CA06559aC3d84D5C35f4cbEa115cD

d77Ad2091

This wallet is used to
pay rank rewards to
active developers, in

addition, a part will be
used for promotion
activities and global

market support

PUBLIC WALLET

Rank wallet
0xAd7452Cf9083129cCe1E002c000981e58

bDf171A

https://bscscan.com/address/0xDE3aEe242d9b9a6E7ea82E6d1a2bDF037Bb60aCD#tokentxns
https://bscscan.com/address/0xB00290e8a6d92d93Bee46bE1772e7c02ee07B1d6#tokentxns
https://bscscan.com/address/0x03CA06559aC3d84D5C35f4cbEa115cDd77Ad2091#tokentxns
https://bscscan.com/address/0xad7452cf9083129cce1e002c000981e58bdf171a#tokentxns


PIGSWAP 2023
LEADERSHIP BONUS

$500
$1,500

$5,000
$18,000

$60,000
$200,000

From time of announcement to 09:00 PM
UTC+0 December 31, 2023

Rewards will be awarded on January 1, 2024

3 STAR 4 STAR 5 STAR 6 STAR 7 STAR 8 STAR



thank you
pigswap.org


